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In this issue we focus on:
l Pension Contribution Allowance 
l The Government’s Green Paper Consultation
l Auto-Enrolment – It’s Time to get Serious

It’s holiday time – the early morning roads are quiet, email traffic falls away, the phones ring less urgently and at
least half of the business-world seems to take a bit of a breather. Well I guess it’s no bad thing – so in sympathy
with the ‘vacation time’ atmosphere, this short and sweet bulletin will highlight only three current issues:

Pension Contribution Allowance
In the Chancellor’s 8th July Budget, pension contribution annual allowance was left unchanged at £40,000. Perhaps
this didn’t surprise – but now that we have the Finance Bill, we can see that this maximum contribution relates not
to the tax year but to the 9 month period between 9th July 2015 and 5th April 2016. This means that, whatever
contributions were made between 6th April and 8th July this year up to £40,000 are in addition meaning that
contributions up to a maximum of £80,000 for the 12 month period are a possibility. Income tax relief of up to 45%
remains available (for the moment), on all qualifying personal contributions – but with effect from April next year,
higher earners (those earning more than £150,000 per annum) will find that their £40,000 a year contribution
allowance is reduced at a rate of £1 for every £2 earned over £150,000 until their allowance hits a mere £10,000.

Each of these developments is of interest – however more sweeping changes may well be afoot. 

The Government’s Green Paper Consultation
In his July Budget the Chancellor launched his Green Paper Consultation on pension tax relief 

(https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/442160/Strengthening_the_
incentive_to_save_consultation_web_.pdf).

Much is made in the middle section of the Consultation of the steadily rising cost to Government of pensions tax
relief. When Employer NIC relief is added to gross income tax reliefs, the Treasury estimate their total pension relief
‘cost’ to be just short of £50 billion a year. It is further calculated that over two thirds of pensions tax relief goes 
to higher and additional rate taxpayers, leaving those who earn less than £20,000 per annum with an ever
diminishing share.

George Osborne has been at pains to claim that the Government is approaching this Consultation with an open
mind – and with the overriding requirement that any new system is sustainable, will control costs and incentivises
more people to save for their retirement. I think we can read from this that personal Higher Rate relief is going to
go – probably to be replaced with Flat Rate relief - of around 30%? The familiar 25% ‘tax free cash lump sum’ may
also be under threat, although the pivotal importance of this has already been eroded by this year’s removal of
drawdown limits and the potential inheritability of residual pension funds on death.

The Government’s Green Paper Consultation closes on 30th September – perhaps giving sufficient time for the
Chancellor to make an announcement in his Autumn Statement and tabling legislation in time for his 2016 Spring
Budget?

The seemingly inevitable changes to pension tax relief will radically change the pensions landscape. More on this
essential matter (much more) will follow next time.
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Auto-Enrolment – It’s Time to get Serious
It’s crunch time for Britain’s small companies. Two months ago, the Government’s ‘Workplace Pensions’
programme became a reality for the great majority of UK businesses. Every month, from 1st June 2015, through
to 1st April 2017, all of UK’s smaller employers (i.e. businesses with fewer than 30 employees) will finally meet
their Workplace Pensions ‘Scheme Staging Date’. The only exceptions to these mandatory start dates will be those
employers whose PAYE systems came into being after 30th March 2012. Extra months of grace have been granted
for these new businesses, with final Staging Dates occurring between May 2017 and February 2018.

To identify a Company’s Staging Date all that’s required is the entry of the Company’s PAYE Number on The
Pensions Regulator’s appropriate website page – and hey presto, there it is! You can access this on
www.thepensionsregulator.gov.uk/employers/staging-date.aspx. Once on the website, there’s a host of important
and valuable information to be downloaded and studied – but don’t panic - we’ll do it for you. Just call us and ask
for help.

Geoffrey Stait
29 July 2015

The opinions expressed are those of the author. The material provided is for general information only and does not constitute
investment, tax, legal or other form of advice. You should not rely on this information to make (or refrain from making) any
decisions. Links to external sites are for information only and do not constitute endorsement. Always obtain independent
professional advice appropriate to your own particular circumstances.
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